The timing of networked brain activity subserving motion driven attention in humans is currently unclear. Functional MRI (fMRI)-neuronavigated chronometric transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to investigate critical times of parietal cortex involvement in motion driven attention. In particular, we were interested in the relative critical times for two intraparietal sulcus (IPS) sites in comparison to that previously identified for motion processing in area V5, and to explore potential earlier times of involvement. fMRI was used to individually localize V5 and middle and posterior intraparietal sulcus (mIPS; pIPS) areas active for a motion driven attention task, prior to TMS neuronavigation. Paired-pulse TMS was applied during performance of the same task at stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) ranging from 0 to 180 ms. There were no statistically significant decreases in performance accuracy for trials where TMS was applied to V5 at any SOA, though stimulation intensity was lower for this site than for the parietal sites. For TMS applied to mIPS, there was a trend toward a relative decrease in performance accuracy at the 150 ms SOA, as well as a relative increase at 180 ms. There was no statistically significant effect overall of TMS applied to pIPS, however, there appeared a potential trend toward a decrease in performance at the 0 ms SOA. Overall, these results provide some patterns of potential theoretical interest to follow up in future studies.
The timing of networked brain activity subserving motion driven attention in humans is currently unclear. Functional MRI (fMRI)-neuronavigated chronometric transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to investigate critical times of parietal cortex involvement in motion driven attention. In particular, we were interested in the relative critical times for two intraparietal sulcus (IPS) sites in comparison to that previously identified for motion processing in area V5, and to explore potential earlier times of involvement. fMRI was used to individually localize V5 and middle and posterior intraparietal sulcus (mIPS; pIPS) areas active for a motion driven attention task, prior to TMS neuronavigation. Paired-pulse TMS was applied during performance of the same task at stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) ranging from 0 to 180 ms. There were no statistically significant decreases in performance accuracy for trials where TMS was applied to V5 at any SOA, though stimulation intensity was lower for this site than for the parietal sites. For TMS applied to mIPS, there was a trend toward a relative decrease in performance accuracy at the 150 ms SOA, as well as a relative increase at 180 ms. There was no statistically significant effect overall of TMS applied to pIPS, however, there appeared a potential trend toward a decrease in performance at the 0 ms SOA. Overall, these results provide some patterns of potential theoretical interest to follow up in future studies.
INTRODUCTION
Speed of response to an oncoming obstacle is evolutionarily consequential. Thus research to better understand the neural mechanisms associated with motion driven attention networks in the human brain is theoretically important.
Seminal hierarchical models of the visual system derived from work in macaque established an initial feedforward sweep of information from retina through thalamus and superior colliculus, then via primary visual cortex (V1) on to a range of increasingly higher order areas including parietal and temporal cortex (Van Essen and Maunsell, 1983; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Van Essen et al., 1992) . Retinofugal structural pathways to temporal (e.g., Sincich et al., 2004) and parietal cortex (e.g., Blatt et al., 1990; Boussaoud et al., 1990; Hardy and Lynch, 1992; Clower et al., 2001; Rushworth et al., 2006; Leh et al., 2008 ) that bypass V1 have also been described.
Subsequently, timing-based models of the visual system have posited recurrent feedback from higher-order processing areas (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Bullier, 2001; Foxe and Simpson, 2002; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002; Laycock et al., 2007b) . In Bullier's model, rapidly activated neurons with high conduction velocity axons and large receptive fields 'retroinject' approximate information about a visual scene onto neurons with small receptive fields, particularly those in V1 and V2, thereby influencing or focusing the processing in such lower order areas. This mechanism may be consistent with the concept of attentional salience mapping or gain control (Saalmann et al., 2007) such as is attributed to lateral intraparietal area (LIP) in macaque (Bisley and Goldberg, 2003; Gottlieb, 2007) . The putative human homolog of LIP, middle IPS, is part of a large, extensively investigated network subserving attention (see reviews of attention networks, e.g., Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Posner and Rothbart, 2007; Scolari et al., 2015) . Investigating relative timing of LIP neurons in macaque, Saalmann et al. (2007) found that in the first 300 ms poststimulus in a spatial attention task, activity in LIP could be shown to directly precede that in area MT in a percentage of trials. Ruff et al. (2008) demonstrated top-down influence from parietal cortex in humans with concurrent transcranial magnetic stimulation-functional MRI (TMS-fMRI), finding that stimulation of parietal cortex led to BOLD activity changes in V1.
In recent years there has been increased emphasis on the role of thalamic nuclei in attentional regulation. Saalmann et al. (2012) suggested that macaque pulvinar nucleus synchronizes cortical activity, depending on the locus of attention, and that visual processing models be reconsidered to include pulvino-cortical feedback at each stage of cortical involvement. Within such a complex hierarchical network, there seems likely an abundance of candidate locales or subcircuits via which feedforward and feedback activity might occur. The current paper focuses on critical times of intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and V5 involvement in motion driven attention, while acknowledging the context of the complex systems in which these areas are functionally situated.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation has been employed in a chronometric mode to investigate the necessary timing of activity in visual processing networks. Although differential timing of behavioral effects of TMS at two sites cannot facilitate inference of direct structural connection or conduction velocity (Scharnowski et al., 2013) , there are arguably situations in which such timing data may provide clues to network dynamics. For example, if the initial sweep of visual activity includes a more direct route to parietal areas than that passing through the more traditional geniculostriate pathway, this could be indicated by activity in parietal areas earlier than that seen in V1. The robustly demonstrated 'classical dip' in behavioral performance for TMS applied to V1 occurs around 100 ms after stimulus onset (de Graaf et al., 2014) . However, there are earlier time points for which TMS-induced visual masking has been reported such as a ∼30 ms dip, though less reliably (Corthout et al., 1999; Laycock et al., 2007a; de Graaf et al., 2014) .
Regarding the effects of TMS on motion perception specifically, Laycock et al. (2007a) found critical times of area V1/V2 involvement in motion direction discrimination at 0 and 125 ms after motion onset, and area V5/MT+ involvement at 0-30 and 158 ms. Critical periods for V5 in motion processing have also been reported in other chronometric TMS studies at similarly early times (Beckers and Homberg, 1992; Beckers and Zeki, 1995; Walsh et al., 1998; d'Alfonso et al., 2002) , and around 150 ms (e.g., Hotson et al., 1994; Anand et al., 1998; Hotson and Anand, 1999; d'Alfonso et al., 2002; Sack et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2009) . Laycock et al. (2007a) suggest that this latter period may reflect processing associated with feedback signals from higher order frontal or parietal areas. The timing of involvement of IPS in motion processing does not appear to have been previously reported with chronometric TMS.
The current experiment investigated the timing of necessary involvement of IPS and V5 in motion driven attention. First, fMRI was used to find BOLD activity subserving rapid, motion driven attention, to be used for individually localized TMS application. To ensure that areas to be stimulated were not simply subserving eye movements alone, this included delineation at a group level of activity distinct from eye movement-related parietal activation. Neuronavigated TMS was then employed to measure times of necessary involvement of two identified parietal sites, and V5 (also localized with fMRI), in motion driven attention. Necessary involvement was indicated by decreased behavioral accuracy in performing a motion driven attention task with TMS delivered at particular stimulus onset asychronies (SOAs). The aim was to establish the temporal relationship between critical involvement of parietal regions and V5 around 150 ms, and also to explore potentially earlier times of involvement of IPS in motion driven attention.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Four women and seven men (18-35 years; M = 28.90, SD = 3.18) participated in fMRI testing. The sample was a convenience sample of people known by the authors and individuals attending La Trobe University, and all were university educated. Inclusion criteria required normal or corrected to normal vision, no history of neurological or psychiatric disease; and for safety purposes, no metal implants, or family history of epilepsy or seizures. Nine of the initial 11 participants (three women, six men, age M = 28.5, SD = 3.38) proceeded to TMS testing. Of these, one woman and one man were left-handed.
fMRI Localisation of Intraparietal Activity for Motion Driven Attention
Functional MRI localisation utilized a novel Motion Driven Attention task (designed here and also employed in Wang et al., 2017) designed to elicit activity in areas including IPS and V5 at a group level. A previously used saccade generation task (Sestieri et al., 2008) was used for comparison to clarify that the parietal areas to be stimulated with TMS were not representative solely of saccade production, considering possible nearby involvement of 'parietal eye fields' (PEFs; Müri et al., 1996; Thier and Andersen, 1998; Goldberg et al., 2002) . BOLD activity was defined on an individual basis for neuronavigation, both for the Motion Driven Attention task, and for a standard V5 localizer task.
fMRI Tasks
Motion Driven Attention Task
This task (TMS version illustrated in Figure 1 ; see Section "Chronometric fMRI-Neuronavigated TMS") was created and displayed using VPixx software and a DATAPixx unit (VPixx Technologies, Inc., Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, QC, Canada). It featured a coherent motion target amidst a background of random motion, presented in one of four square regions displayed in the top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom right quadrants of the screen. Each region subtended a visual angle of 14 • × 14 • , with 0.46 dots per square degree. Randomly moving white dots on a black background were presented continually in each region. The dots were 0.50 • in diameter, moved at 3 • /s, and had a lifetime of six frames or 100 ms. A 60 Hz refresh rate was used, thus each frame was 16.67 ms. The target was a smaller form defined by coherently moving dots inside a circular region. The dots in the target were the same size, density, and brightness as the surrounding randomly moving dots. The target moved diagonally outward, from the inner to the outer corner of the randomly assigned quadrant per trial at 156 • /s. The size of the target was adjusted between 4 and 8 • diameter to achieve required accuracy levels per participant, as the target was more easily perceptible with increasing size. A gray central crosshair was present throughout the task. On each trial, the randomly moving dots were first presented for between 400 and 600 ms and remained on the screen for the whole trial. Subsequently the target was presented in one pseudo-randomized quadrant for 116.67 ms, or seven frames. For this fMRI version of this task, each trial was 4000 ms in total, as necessitated by scanner-related requirements. The TMS version featured variable length trials, in order to maximize the unpredictability of onset of the target stimulus. This version is described further in Section "Chronometric fMRI-Neuronavigated TMS." Participants were asked to focus on the fixation crosshair, and indicate via button press which quadrant the stimulus appeared in, if it was perceived. Forced choice guesses were required for trials where a target stimulus was not perceived. The version of this task used during fMRI was a block design with four active (target presented) and four baseline blocks (target absent). Each block ran for eight volumes, or 24 s. Instructions were presented between each block for 4 s, and the task ran for 252 s. During baseline blocks, participants were asked to press any key when a new trial began, indicated by the crosshair briefly disappearing and returning.
Saccade Task
This block design task was based on that utilized by Sestieri et al. (2008) to elicit saccade-related BOLD activity. Six 30 s baseline blocks alternated with five 30 s active blocks. In the active condition, white squares subtending 2.18 • visual angle appeared for 500 ms in one of five alternating locations: centrally, and at 6 and 12 • to the left and right of center. The baseline condition was a fixation crosshair. Participants were asked to look at each appearing square during the active condition, and to focus on the crosshair during baseline.
V5 Localizer
A standard V5 localizer task was used, featuring radially moving dots contrasted with stationary dots (as per, e.g., Tootell et al., 1995; Sack et al., 2006) . A block design alternated six 15 s blocks of radial motion with six blocks featuring stationary white dots in a circular region on a black background. This region subtended 25 • visual angle, with 0.5 dots per square degree. Each dot was 0.36 • diameter. In the motion condition the dots repeatedly moved radially inward for 2.5 s and outward for 2.5 s, with 100% coherence, at 20 • /s measured at 15 • from the center. This task was passively viewed, and participants were asked to focus on a central crosshair.
MRI Acquisition
Scanning was conducted at the Brain Research Institute, Austin Repatriation Hospital, Heidelberg, Melbourne, Australia, on a 3T Siemens Trio Tim scanner. Participants viewed a 44 cm × 27 cm LCD monitor at 2.5 m distance via a mirror mounted in the head coil, and responded via a four-button response box. Functional images were acquired with: 44 axial slices, 3 mm isotropic voxels, TR = 3000 ms, TE = 30 ms, gap thickness = 3 mm, FOV = 216 mm, flip angle = 85 • , interslice time = 68 ms. T1 weighed structural images were acquired using: 44 axial slices, 0.9 mm isotropic voxels, TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.6 ms, gap thickness = 3 mm, flip angle = 9 • .
Preprocessing and Analysis
Preprocessing and analysis was performed using BrainVoyager QX 64 v2.2 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands). T1-weighted images were resampled to 1 mm isotropic voxels, AC-PC aligned, and transformed into Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) for group analyses. Head surface and right hemisphere cortical surface reconstructions were generated from the T1 images for TMS neuronavigation.
Functional MRI preprocessing comprised: 3D motion correction, slice scan time correction, spatial smoothing with a 3 mm Full Width Half Maximum kernel to reduce noise but maintain resolution for localisation of areas of interest per individual (as per Sack et al., 2008) , and temporal high pass filtering using a Fourier basis set with linear trend removal, with a cutoff value of five cycles per time-course. Functional data were coregistered with structural scans in AC-PC space for individual analyses and TMS application, and in Talairach space for group analyses.
For both the motion driven attention task and the saccade task, a random effects group GLM analysis was performed using N = 11 participants, and a contrast subtracting baseline from active conditions. The t-map was thresholded at p < 0.01, and for both tasks voxelwise cluster extent thresholding using α < 0.05 determined a minimum cluster size k = 8, used for multiple comparison correction. A random effects group GLM analysis was performed for the V5 task, thresholded at p < 0.005, and a contrast subtracting activity for the baseline condition from the motion condition. Cluster extent thresholding with α < 0.05 determined a minimum cluster size of k = 6.
fMRI Results and Region of Interest Selection
The Motion Driven Attention task elicited activity at the group level in IPS (middle and posterior) and V5, as well as frontal eye fields (FEFs) and parieto-occipital areas including Middle Occipital Gyrus and Superior Parieto-Occipital Cortex, and bilateral insulae. Parietal activity was stronger and more extensive in the right hemisphere. See Supplementary Table S1 for cluster information. The Saccade task confirmed activity in areas similar to those in Sestieri et al. (2008) , including FEF, right-lateralized PEF/IPS, and V5 (see Supplementary Table S2 for cluster details). The V5 task showed focused bilateral temporal activity (right hemisphere Talairach coordinate x = 50, y = −71, z = 3) consistent with V5 as defined in the literature (e.g., Watson et al., 1993; Tootell et al., 1995; Dumoulin et al., 2000; Rees et al., 2000) , and bilateral activity in occipital areas consistent with early visual system. Localisation of IPS for TMS included seeking areas where the Motion Driven Attention task elicited activity separable from that for the Saccade task. Overlap for these tasks (see Figure 2) included FEF, bilateral V5/MT+, areas in right middle and posterior parietal cortex, including a section of the medial bank of the middle section of IPS. Anterolateral to this was a cluster active for the Motion Driven Attention task only, at the threshold chosen (circled in blue in Figure 2 ). This cluster was chosen as a target region for TMS, hereafter termed 'mIPS' for brevity. Also overlapping were medial and lateral regions in the mid-posterior section of IPS. The Motion Driven Attention task yielded activity posterior to this, including a strong maximum of activity in posterior IPS extending to Superior Parieto-Occipital Cortex (circled in red in Figure 2 ). This area was also chosen for TMS application, and termed 'pIPS.' Individual fMRI localisation is described in Supplementary Information Section D1. Selection of TMS targets in the chosen regions of interest took into account both group activity and local individual maxima (see Supplementary Table S3 ). The mean (SD in brackets) Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) stimulated were: mIPS: 26.6(2.0), −60.1(2.4), 51.7(4.6); pIPS: 14.7(4.2), −77.7(3.8), 42.3(4.1); V5: 45.2(4.7), −69.6(2.4), 2.4(3.7). Individual points for each target region are illustrated in Figure 2b .
Chronometric fMRI-Neuronavigated TMS
Transcranial magnetic stimulation was used to determine critical timing of activation of V5, mIPS, and pIPS throughout the first 180 ms after visual target onset in the motion driven attention task.
The version of this task used for TMS testing (illustrated in Figure 1 ) featured the same display parameters as that used for fMRI testing, described in Section "Motion Driven Attention Task." The timing per trial was modified to include TMS triggers and a randomized trial ending length of between 4 and 4.2 s after the target stimulus onset, meaning each trial lasted between 4.4 and 4.8 s. In terms of overall task structure, the version of this task during which TMS was applied contained no component baseline condition or trials, hence each trial contained a target stimulus and triggered TMS. A thresholding version of the task was performed using various sizes of the target stimulus, to redetermine performance thresholds. Using the established parameters for the thresholded level, a short, 32 trial 'No-TMS' version task was run again to validate threshold levels and equal performance levels for visual quadrants in absence of TMS.
Protocol and Procedure
Right hemisphere mIPS, pIPS, and V5 were stimulated in separate blocks in counterbalanced order across participants, and served as control sites for each other (Sandrini et al., 2011) . A No-TMS condition was used to ensure accuracy levels and consistent performance between quadrants of stimulus presentation in absence of TMS. Each block was approximately 9 min. Each trial had a randomized TMS SOA of 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, or 180 ms time-locked to the motion target onset, and randomized quadrant of stimulus presentation. Paired monophasic pulses were used with a 5 ms interstimulus FIGURE 2 | (a) Motion Driven Attention (green) and Saccade task (orange) positive activity, and overlap (dark blue outline), from RFX analyses (N = 11, p < 0.01, k = 8). Displayed on inflated cortices of one participant, in neurological orientation from above the parietal area. PEFs, parietal eye fields; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; SPOC, superior parieto-occipital cortex; MOG, middle occipital gyrus; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; V5/MT, visual area 5/middle temporal; aIPS, mIPS, pIPS, inferior, middle, and posterior Intraparietal Sulcus, respectively. (b) Single points for TMS application per individual in Talairach space. Transparency is used to display points in sulci or below the surface. Green, red, and blue ellipses contain one point for each participant for the areas indicated. Consistent colors of points are used across areas per participant.
interval. Maximum stimulation intensity was 60% stimulator output. The coil was angled with the handle pointing backward for all sites. TMS was performed with a Magstim Bistim 2 machine, interchangeable Magstim Double 70 mm coils, and a Magstim Articulated Coil Stand (The Magstim Company, Ltd., Wales, United Kingdom), and triggered via a DATAPixx unit. Responses were given via a RESPONSEPixx response box (VPixx Technologies, Inc., Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, QC, Canada). Neuronavigation was performed using BrainVoyager QX 2.1 TMS Neuronavigator software (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands). A Zebris CMS20 ultrasound-based system (Zebris Medical GmbH, Isny, Germany) was used for head and coil registration and monitoring. The motion driven attention task was displayed on a 32 inch LCD monitor, at viewing distance of 171 cm. Individual accuracy was first thresholded to approximately 70%. The task was then performed with no TMS. Coregistration, TMS intensity level establishment and navigation were then performed. Intensity was gradually increased toward 60%, and was reduced if the participant indicated discomfort. Average stimulation intensity was 57.89% for mIPS, 59.11% for pIPS, and 45.56% for V5. These procedures are described in detail in Supplementary Information Section D2. TMS was performed with continual neuronavigation through each block.
Data Handling and Analysis
Transcranial magnetic stimulation data were normally distributed, and outliers were corrected, for both accuracy and reaction time measures. The procedure for outlier correction was as follows: data for all variables were screened for outliers. Across all accuracy variables, 2.2% (five values) of data points were identified as lying outside the upper or lower limit, defined as the 3rd quartile plus 1.5 × the interquartile range, or the 1st quartile minus 1.5 × the interquartile range, respectively. Of these values, one was identified as an extreme value, i.e., the 3rd quartile plus 3 × the interquartile range or the 1st quartile minus 3 × the interquartile range. For reaction time data, 6.3% (12 values) of values were identified as outliers, four of which were extreme values. Notably, the data-points corresponded to different participants per site of TMS. Considering that extreme values were not consistent across the entire experiment, or specific to one participant, it was decided to retain all participants' data and correct extreme values (e.g., Tabachnick and Fidell, 2014) . Outliers were corrected to the values of the upper or lower limit. This limit was chosen to conserve power by retaining the sample size, while also preserving the patterns of variation in the data. Shapiro-Wilk tests were performed for accuracy and reaction time, for each combination of site and SOA, and data were found to be normally distributed. Z-scores of skew and kurtosis (used to indicate deviations from normality for small sample sizes; see Tabachnik and Fidell) were also computed and were found to be well within the required range for normality between −1.96 and 1.96. Results of Shapiro-Wilk tests, and z-skew and z-kurtosis data, are included in Supplementary  Tables S6, S7. For each condition, there was considerable variability between participants in the average accuracy level across SOAs. As the construct of interest was relative timing of changes in performance, rather than overall accuracy pooled across SOAs, data were normalized based on each individual's average accuracy across all SOAs. Normalization was performed for each cortical site separately. All data, including raw and normalized scores and means, are provided in Supplementary Data.
One way ANOVAs were used to test for relative differences in performance across all SOAs, with η 2 indicating effect size. Where assumptions of sphericity were not met, HuynhFeldt corrected values are reported. Post hoc two-tailed single sample t-tests and Cohen's d (Cohen, 1988) were used to clarify differences between mean accuracy z-scores and zero (i.e., the average normalized performance across all SOAs) for specific SOAs. Results are discussed with an emphasis on effect size (using Cohen's d, where 0.2 is small, 0.5 is medium, and 0.8 indicates a large effect), rather than using p-values as a dichotomous decision criterion (see Cumming, 2012) . Post hoc single sample t-tests were used to test the difference between accuracy z-score and 0, for each SOA. These were uncorrected for multiple comparisons (as per, e.g., de Graaf et al., 2011) . Though this lack of correction is suboptimal, it is necessary given the numerous SOAs, conditions, and small sample size.
Reaction time analysis was also performed, though considered of secondary importance, and thus for brevity is included as Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary Table S5 , and following text. Results for accuracy are presented below.
TMS RESULTS
For the no-TMS condition, ANOVA indicated no significant difference in accuracy between quadrants, F(3,24) = 1.385, p = 0.271, η 2 1 0.148. For V5 TMS, ANOVA revealed no statistically significant effect of SOA on accuracy (Figure 3C ), F(6,48) = 0.776, p = 0.592, η 2 = 0.088. For mIPS TMS, there was a significant effect of SOA with a large effect size, F(6,48) = 2.724, p = 0.023, η 2 = 0.255 ( Figure 3B) . Post hoc t-tests (see Supplementary Table S4) 
DISCUSSION
The functional chronometry of areas V5, mIPS, and pIPS in motion driven attention was investigated using neuronavigated TMS and shown not to be significantly different at any SOA below 180 ms in any area. A significant increase in accuracy was seen following TMS at 180 ms post the onset of the motion driven attention stimulus in mIPS after a non-significant trend toward a decrease in performance at the 150 ms SOA. Accuracy on the No-TMS condition of the Motion Driven Attention task was shown to be not significantly different when compared across visual quadrants, indicating that the task per se did not elicit spatially biased performance.
There was no difference in accuracy of performance on our Motion Driven Attention task for any SOA for TMS applied to V5. In other studies, comparable TMS to V5 around 0 or 30 ms has been reported to inhibit motion direction discrimination (Beckers and Homberg, 1992; Beckers and Zeki, 1995; Laycock et al., 2007a ) and lead to a performance drop at 150 ms for motion-based tasks (e.g., Hotson et al., 1994; Hotson and Anand, 1999; Sack et al., 2006; Laycock et al., 2007a; Stevens et al., 2009) . Thus, either the times of critical involvement in motion processing and motion driven attention are not comparable, or the intensity of the stimulation or other parameters were not adequate. Confounding factors here were lower stimulation intensity (around 45% stimulator output) than for parietal ROIs (near 60%) due to participant discomfort, in some cases minor muscle twitches (see Supplementary Information Section D1), and presumably greater distraction. As V5 is close to the cervical and trigeminal nerves, it seems possible this may be common in TMS studies involving V5. However, Laycock et al. (2007a) stimulated this area using a similar experimental setup and the same interpulse interval, at 60% stimulator output, and reported no such physiological issues. A related concern is that for all sites, some fMRI activity maxima per individual were below the surface of the brain in the wall of the sulcus rather than the bank. Thus, neural activity is disrupted by TMS in overlying gyri as well as in the identified sulcal targets.
For mIPS TMS, the significant increase in accuracy found at the 180 ms SOA was not anticipated. Given all data were normalized across all SOAs, this increase in accuracy may reflect a relative difference, rather an absolute increase in accuracy. Similarly, given that accuracy scores were normalized to an average across all SOAs, it could also be the case that all other SOAs showed a relative reduction in performance, rather than reflecting 'enhanced' performance at 180 SOA per se.
With regards to the literature regarding the timing of visual motion processing, the potential involvement of mIPS at 150 ms SOA was of theoretical interest, as a decrease at this timepoint may have indicated close involvement of this area and V5 in motion driven attention. However, the medium to large effect size for decreased average accuracy seen at the 150 ms SOA was not statistically significant, with the confidence interval slightly crossing zero for this point in Figure 3B . This may be considered marginal evidence that mIPS could potentially be relevant to motion driven attention at this time, and could be an indication that this is a candidate area of interest to follow up in future studies.
Similarly, for pIPS TMS, there appeared to be lower accuracy for the 0 ms SOA (indicated by confidence interval not overlapping zero in Figure 3A) . However, though indicating a medium to large effect size, the ANOVA was not statistically significant. Were a significant decrease in accuracy found at this SOA, this could indicate prestimulus involvement of this area in motion driven attention. This potential early activation of pIPS also may be of interest to investigate further in future. However, as results for this small cohort stand it is not possible to make any definitive statement about when pIPS and mIPS areas of parietal cortex are critically involved in motion driven attention.
Limitations
Some of the limitations of the current experiment relate to trade offs made in the TMS protocol design between the number of sites, SOAs and trials that were practical to include in testing sessions. Possibly the most salient among these was the restricted number of SOAs, which limited the temporal resolution and ability to test whether, for example, mIPS involvement in motion driven attention may have been critical at finer timepoints before and after 150 ms. This limited the comparisons that could be made between critical involvement of this area and the timing of involvement of V5 as reported in other chronometric studies in the literature.
The confounds in stimulating V5 relating to comfort levels and muscle twitches restricted the conclusions that could be made about the relative chronometry of this area in motion driven attention. A related concern is that for V5 and IPS ROIs, some of the fMRI activity maxima identified per individual were below the surface of the brain in the wall of the sulcus rather than the bank. This means that neural activity is induced by TMS in overlying or partially overlying gyri as well as in the identified sulcal targets. This may also be a systemic issue with neuronavigated TMS, however neuronavigated TMS has been clearly demonstrated to offer more power and accuracy than other methods of localisation (Sack et al., 2008) , so this was not considered a major limitation.
Lastly, as mentioned earlier, the small sample size here, although typical of most traditional TMS studies, conferred low statistical power. The sample size was restricted due to prohibitive cost of incorporating any further MRI scanning. However, fMRI localisation greatly increases statistical power of TMS studies, compared with other localisation techniques (Sack et al., 2008) . Therefore, we consider that we have conserved statistical power via use of individual fMRI neuronavigation, and importantly, we have gained precision and validity. fMRI localisation was also particularly critical to the validity of this study considering that IPS does not give rise to overt, readily-observable phenomena like phosphenes or motor output when stimulated. In future, large-scale cohort studies incorporating fMRI may provide fruitful circumstances in which to recruit participants for higher-powered TMS studies.
CONCLUSION
This study investigated the timing of motion driven attention in areas V5 and middle and posterior IPS in healthy humans using individually fMRI-neuronavigated TMS. No statistically significant effects on performance on a motion driven attention task were detected for TMS applied to V5 or pIPS. For pIPS, there appeared to be a potential decrease at 0 ms, which could be a theoretically interesting pattern to note and potentially compare with results of future studies. An overall effect of TMS on mIPS was found, with a significant increase in accuracy at the 180 ms SOA, and a non-significant trend toward a decrease in performance at the 150 ms SOA. These results provide patterns of interest to potentially follow up in higher powered studies in future.
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